Canada - Investment Strategy1
A. Overall Investment Strategy
General Overview
The Government of Canada will place renewed focus on the economy, especially as it relates to
investing in transit, environmental infrastructure, and social infrastructure—the basic
infrastructure that economies need to grow. Over the next 10 years, the Government will be
making some of the biggest and most carefully targeted federal investments in our history while
also ensuring the right complementary policies are in place to support a strong economy and
strong middle class.
The Government will combine fiscal prudence with investments in economic growth. Today’s
low interest rates and Canada’s rapidly aging infrastructure are an opportunity to invest. The
Government intends to run modest short-term deficits to fund these historic investments, with a
return to a balanced budget in 2019. This clear framework to support sustainable growth and
productivity, combined with improved fiscal transparency and better quality national data, will
improve Canada’s overall macroeconomic and investment climate.
Main Challenges
While Canada consistently ranks among the best countries within the G-20 to invest, some
important challenges remain:
Investing in Canada’s infrastructure: Canada’s existing infrastructure must be
maintained, renewed and expanded to meet growing demand, and the Government is
committed to historic investments to support a growing economy, create jobs, and restore
economic security to the middle class.2 In particular, Canadian cities have been growing at a
rapid rate, but investment in public transit has not kept pace. Improved community
infrastructure is also required to sustain and improve the quality of life for millions of
Canadians. A strong economy also requires a healthy environment and it is vital that Canada
invest in a sustainable future. As a result, Canada needs to make significant new investments
in green infrastructure such as: local water and wastewater facilities, clean energy, and
climate resilient infrastructure.
Investment in innovation and greater productivity: Productivity in Canada has
lagged that of most peer countries since the 1990s. Canada must continue its efforts to set
the right conditions for strong productivity growth, including supporting our businesses and
entrepreneurs become more innovative, competitive and successful. This challenge was also
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identified in our G20 Growth Strategy. The Government is focused on investing in policies
that foster entrepreneurship and help SMEs grow and thrive.
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B. Strategic Actions
B.1 Investment Ecosystem
Facilitators
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Facilitating Financial Intermediation


Promote domestic savings through
an enhanced Canada Pension Plan

Supporting Improvements in Investment Climate
Sustainable and growth-supporting fiscal policy planning framework


The Government has laid out a clear planning framework for a sustainable fiscal policy.
The key anchors of this framework include (i) a declining federal debt-to-GDP
ratio, and (ii) a commitment to a balanced budget in 2019/2020.

Encourage productivity-enhancing investment by manufacturers


Manufacturing is a major contributor to the Canadian economy, both in terms of
output and employment. A strong manufacturing sector also generates positive
spillovers by stimulating the creation of jobs among suppliers and contributing to
innovations across the economy. To help manufacturers invest in productivityenhancing machinery and equipment, Canada has recently legislated an
accelerated capital cost allowance (CCA) at a rate of 50 per cent on a decliningbalance basis for machinery and equipment assets used in manufacturing and
processing acquired after 2015 and before 2026. This measure will defer taxes by
allowing the cost of eligible investments to be deducted more quickly. This incentive
will help manufacturers meet present and future economic challenges and improve
their long-term prospects.
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Facilitating Financial Intermediation
Promote domestic savings through an enhanced Canada Pension Plan


The Government will work with Canada’s provinces and territories to enhance and
expand the Canada Pension Plan (CPP) to help provide a strong and stable pension
program.

Enabling Appropriate Legal and Institutional Settings
Improve fiscal transparency


The Government will take a number of steps to improve the transparency of the
Government’s fiscal affairs, including:
o

Restoring the requirement that Government borrowing plans receive
Parliamentary approval;

o

Providing costing analysis for each Government bill; and

o

Ensuring that the Parliamentary Budget Officer is independent and properly
funded.

Improve the quality and accessibility of national data

 Better investment decisions requires access to high quality data. Canada will restore
the mandatory long-form census to ensure that important planning decisions are
made using the best and most up-to-date data available. The long-form census allows for
better investment decisions by governments, businesses and communities in a wide
range of areas, including transit infrastructure and housing.
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B.2 Infrastructure
Facilitators
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Supporting Improvements in Investment Climate
Transformative public investment in infrastructure


The Government has committed to almost double infrastructure investments in
priority areas over the next decade, including a quadrupling of investment in public
transit infrastructure, dedicated funding for green infrastructure, and new, dedicated
funding for social infrastructure.



The Government will also provide financial instruments to support provincial,
territorial and municipal infrastructure, such as a Canada Infrastructure Bank, where
jurisdictions are facing challenges in advancing projects due to a lack of capital.



In addition, the New Building Canada Plan, launched in 2014, includes over $53
billion for provincial, territorial and municipal infrastructure over 10 years to fund
the construction, rehabilitation and enhancement of Canada’s infrastructure.

Enabling Appropriate Legal and Institutional Settings
Enhancing existing infrastructure support

 The Government will also seek to make the New Building Canada Plan more focused and
transparent, including by providing clearer project criteria, along with faster approval
processes. The Government will also work with provinces, territories and municipalities
to ensure funding is committed to projects.
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B.3 Small and Medium-sized Enterprises
Facilitators
Facilitating Financial Intermediation
Corporate tax relief for small
businesses

SMEs



Safeguards
Enabling Appropriate Legal and
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increasing access to financing
for SMEs

Facilitating Financial Intermediation
Corporate tax relief for small businesses


Small businesses are a vital part of the Canadian economy, employing half of all
Canadians working in the private sector. Canada’s federal income tax system supports
small businesses through a preferential tax rate for Canadian-controlled private
corporations with less than C$15 million in taxable capital. The small business tax rate,
generally applies to the first C$500,000 per year of qualifying active business income.



Canada has recently legislated a gradual reduction of the federal small business
tax rate from 11 per cent to 9 per cent by 2019, which will allow almost 700,000 small
businesses to retain more earnings that can be used to reinvest and create jobs.

Enabling appropriate legal and institutional settings
Kick-start investment in innovative firms


The Government of Canada will take steps to help innovative businesses to grow and
create jobs. This includes providing resources for a new Innovation Agenda that
will:
o

Strengthen the emerging national network for business innovation, including
through clusters, incubators and accelerators, research facilities, financing, and
other support for successful small companies wanting to grow and export.

o

Enhance the Industrial Research Assistance Program, which has a proven track
record of helping SMEs to innovate and become world leaders.
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The Government will monitor the progress of the Venture Capital Action Plan as
fund managers are making investments, increasing the availability of venture capital
financing for innovative firms.

Capacity building and increasing access to financing for SMEs


EDC, Canada’s export credit agency, plays an important role in supporting small
businesses seeking to export for the first time, to increase exports within existing
markets or to expand to new ones. EDC supports SME customers by providing them with
protection against a variety of risks with accounts receivable insurance, by fulfilling their
need to access more working capital financing, and by facilitating their access to foreign
markets with market information and introductions to potential buyers.



In 2015, EDC launched the following initiatives to further its support to SMEs:
o

The creation of an online self-service product that provides selective
sales coverage primarily for small businesses, particularly at the very small
end of the SME spectrum.

o

The extension of EDC’s risk appetite in specific areas to support SME business
opportunities.

o

The establishment of an SME mentoring program for high-growth
businesses, which provides customized assistance for market expansion.



The Business Development Bank of Canada (BDC) also plays an important role in
helping Canadian small and medium-sized enterprises to grow and become more
competitive, innovate, increase their efficiency and explore new markets, at home
and abroad. By offering financial services that are complementary to those of other
financial institutions in Canada, BDC works to ensure that small and medium-sized
enterprises have the opportunity to grow and succeed.



In 2015, BDC is developing new initiatives to:
o

Address the unique needs of high-growth firms (companies with annualized
growth of 20 per cent for three consecutive years) with ambitions to pursue
growth through an acquisition-based strategy. BDC will increasingly make
available quasi-equity solutions in the C$2 million to C$10 million range to
such entrepreneurs.

o

Help small and medium-sized enterprises improve productivity and sales by
financing the development and application of information and communication
technologies (ICT). BDC is committed to providing C$200 million per year in
ICT loans and C$300 million in venture capital investments in ICT firms as
part of Digital Canada 150.
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o

Provide targeted support to women entrepreneurs by making available C$700
million over three years to finance women-owned businesses through
the Action Plan for Women Entrepreneurs. BDC will also provide a national
forum to bring together women entrepreneurs and provide them with the
tools, networks and connections they need to reach their full growth potential.
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